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ABSTRACT The lipid matrix, or the lipid bilayer, of cell membranes is a natural binding site for amphipathic molecules, including
antimicrobial peptides, pore-forming proteins, and many drugs. The unique property of pore-forming antimicrobial peptides is that
they exhibit a threshold concentration (called the lethal concentration or the minimum inhibitory concentration) for activity, below
which no effect is seen. Without this property, antimicrobial peptides would not be effective self-defense weapons, because they
would have harmed all cells at any concentration. The question is what gives rise to this unique property? This study provides
a free energy description for the origin of a threshold concentration. The same free energy applied differently also explains the
binding of drugs that shows no threshold concentrations. The idea is compared with theories of micellar solutions that require
a large oligomer size (n V 15) to achieve a threshold concentration. The elasticity of lipid bilayers makes the phenomena in
membranes different. The majority of antimicrobial peptides have a large negative binding energy to the bilayer interface, but
the binding causes an expansion in the membrane area, or equivalently a thinning in the membrane thickness. This elastic
energy of membrane thinning elevates the energy level of interfacial binding with the peptide concentration, hence gives rise
to a threshold concentration for forming pores containing as few as four peptides.INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial peptides (1) are small pore-forming proteins.
They are water-soluble but will spontaneously bind to cell
membranes and form stable transmembrane pores (2,3).
There is now direct structural evidence for two types of
peptide-induced pores. The majority of water-soluble antimi-
crobial peptides induce pores that are lined at least partially
by lipid headgroups, called the toroidal model (4,5). Only
alamethicin-like peptides induce pores lined entirely by
helical peptides, called the barrel-stave model (6). An impor-
tant characteristic of antimicrobial peptides is that they
exhibit a threshold concentration for their activity, below
which no effect is seen. In bactericidal and toxicity essays
these thresholds are expressed as lethal concentrations (7),
which are typically in the range of micromoles against
microbes and one or two orders of magnitude higher against
mammalian cells (7). This difference in the range of lethal
concentrations, between that against microbial and mamma-
lian cells, is understood as due to the different design
features for the two types of membranes. The outer leaflet
of microbial membranes is heavily populated by lipids of
negatively charged headgroups, whereas the outer leaflet
of mammalian membranes has no net charge (1). Thus anti-
microbial peptides, which are cationic, are more effectively
attracted to the microbial membranes than to mammalian
membranes. However, despite such an electrostatic bias,
these peptides would not be effective self-defense weapons
if there is no concentration threshold for their activity.
Without thresholds, they would attack all cell membranes,
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concentration.
Here we discuss specifically the cases where the initial
binding of the peptides from solution to a lipid bilayer is
on the water-lipid chain interface (8–12). (There are lipid
bilayers, particularly that of saturated chains such as di-
lauroyl phosphatidylcholine (DLPC), which showed no
detectable interfacial binding by peptides. For example, ala-
methicin in all experimental concentrations inserts perpen-
dicularly in DLPC bilayers, equivalent to a zero lethal
concentration. Such bilayer behaviors are perhaps irrelevant
to cell membranes that are typically of lipid mixtures con-
taining unsaturated chains (13).) There were no detectable
changes in the permeability of the bilayer when peptides
bound on the interface (2,14). Only when the bound peptide
concentration exceeds a certain threshold value pore forma-
tion occurs (7,15–19). The following questions are asked:
What is the driving force that changes the state of peptides
from bound to the interface to pore formation? Why is there
a concentration threshold for the onset of pore formation?
This study discusses the free energy of this driving force
that could give rise to a threshold concentration correspond-
ing to experimental data. Naturally, for such complex
systems, we try to focus only on the essential physics that
accounts for the main effect. Recent experiments have shown
similarity of pore-forming activities by antimicrobial
peptides and by a major class of pore-forming proteins called
a-pore-forming proteins (a-PFPs) (20–22). Based on this
similarity, we will speculate on the driving force for
pore-formation by a-PFPs.
The lipid matrix, or the lipid bilayer, of cell membranes
is a natural binding site for amphipathic molecules, including
peptides, proteins, and organicmolecules such as amphipathic
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same energetic principle should explain the binding states
of all membrane-active molecules. A bound state in a fluid
lipid bilayer is often subject to substantial variations, due
to the flexibilities of both the binding molecule and the
lipid molecules. A bound state and all of its thermal vari-
ations constitute a phase characterized by a chemical
potential. Available experimental evidence suggests that
there are at least two different phases for each binding
molecule, one for binding on the interface and another
for binding in the region of the hydrocarbon core of the
lipid bilayer. This study also suggests that a two-phase
model can adequately describe the experimental data.
(This idea was expressed previously as a ‘‘two-state
model’’ for antimicrobial peptides, intended to imply two
types of states (18); we believe that ‘‘two-phase’’ is
more appropriate.)
We take it as given that the amphipathic molecules under
consideration spontaneously bind to lipid bilayers. This
process often involves a conformational change of the
binding molecule that is of great interest (particularly for
pore-forming proteins) but will not be considered here.
Our starting point is the initial bound state. The character-
istic of amphipathic binding to a lipid bilayer, i.e., a molec-
ular binding to the water-lipid chain interface, is an increase
of the interfacial area. An increase of the interfacial area
stretches the hydrocarbon core of the bilayer in the plane
of the interface, therefore causes a decrease in the hydro-
carbon thickness, due to the very low volume compress-
ibility of the lipid chains (23). This membrane area increase
can be measured in a giant unilamellar vesicle (GUV)
experiment (2,24). The corresponding decrease of the
membrane thickness can be measured by x-ray diffraction
(2,25). The average free energy of a molecular binding
from the solution to a lipid bilayer can be measured by
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) (25,26). ITC
measurements have shown that, if the electrostatic interac-
tion is excluded, the free energies of binding to charged
and neutral lipids by antimicrobial peptides are comparable
(27). ITC can also detect a change of phase of the bound
state but is not sensitive enough to measure the dependence
of the binding energy on the concentration of the bound
molecules in the bilayer (27). Much more sensitive to the
bound molecules’ concentration are the area change and
the thickness change of the lipid bilayer. These two
measurements are consistent with each other, as shown
recently in two different examples, the bindings of curcu-
min (24,25) and melittin (2) to lipid bilayers. Between the
GUV and x-ray experiments, the latter gives more accurate
measurements. Therefore the thermodynamics of molecular
binding will be discussed based on the membrane thickness
measurements.
The effect of molecular binding on the membrane thick-
ness has been systematically measured by x-ray diffraction
for a number of antimicrobial peptides in many lipid compo-
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be a common characteristic of peptide-membrane interac-
tions, if the initial bound states were on the interface. Among
the most extensively measured are three helical peptides
alamethicin (28–31), magainin (32), and melittin (2,29,30),
and one b-hairpin peptide protegrin (33). Although alamethi-
cin and the other three peptides make two different types
of pores, as mentioned above, all showed very similar
membrane thinning effects as a function of the peptide
concentration bound to the lipid bilayers. Recently this
membrane thinning effect was investigated independently
by x-ray reflectivity (34) using different membrane prepara-
tions. Although different lipid compositions were used, their
results were in qualitative agreement with previous measure-
ments by x-ray diffraction.
The effect of an amphipathic drug, curcumin, on
membrane thickness has been measured recently (25).
Curcumin does not induce pore formation in membranes
(35), and its thinning effect is significantly different from
that of antimicrobial peptides. Unlike antimicrobial peptides,
curcumin has no threshold concentration for activity. Our
condition for the free energy construction is that the same
theory should be able to explain both cases.
In principle the theory should be able to explain the
kinetics of molecular binding to lipid bilayers, such as dye
leakage from lipid vesicles by antimicrobial peptides. This,
however, is complicated by the stochastic nature of pore
formation by peptides in membranes. Tamba and Yamazaki
(3) observed individual GUVs exposed to magainin and
found the leakage was a stochastic event. Once a GUV
leaked, the leakage was completed in a few seconds while
the GUV remained intact. In comparison, a suspension of
vesicles exposed to magainin showed leakage lasting for
10 min or longer. Clearly it is difficult to relate the leakage
experiments from vesicle suspensions to a molecular
mechanism. So far the only related example that has been
discussed is the rupture experiment of vesicles under
mechanical tension that was analyzed by Evans et al. (36)
by a dynamic tension spectroscopy. A similar consideration
may be necessary for analyzing the vesicle leakage experi-
ments in terms of a molecular model.
Thermodynamics of molecular binding
to a lipid bilayer
Consider a bilayer of L lipid molecules in which NB
membrane-active molecules of a certain species are bound.
As mentioned above, we consider the cases that at low values
of NB=L the amphipathic molecules are bound to the inter-
face of the bilayer—we shall call this the interfacial binding
phase, or the S-phase. Initially we have NB ¼ NS; NS is the
number of bound molecules in the S-phase, which can be
measured directly by, e.g., oriented circular dichroism (37)
or solid state NMR (17). At the low end of NS=L, all bound
molecules are sufficiently separated from each other—each
Lethal Concentrations of AMPs 3265is essentially bound to a free bilayer—the S-phase is akin to
an ideal gas of the bound molecules. The molecular binding
will create a local deformation in the monolayer, extending
over a range of several nm (the value depends on the elas-
ticity moduli of the lipid bilayer) (38). Nevertheless the
binding energy is negative, denoted as ˛oS. As the value
of NS=L increases, the interactions between the bound
states will increase and the S-phase is then akin to an inter-
acting gas. The interaction between two interfacial bound
states begins at a separation distance when two local mono-
layer deformations overlap (39–41). There is a theoretical
basis to believe that the interaction between interfacial
bound states is repulsive (42). This repulsive nature of
interaction, in the case of antimicrobial peptides, has
been shown rigorously by fluorescence energy transfer
experiments (18,43). Quantitative analysis of this interac-
tion energy is difficult as a general case, but it simplifies
at high values of NS=L. At NS=L above ~1=200, there is
an overall membrane thinning due to the interfacial area
increase caused by, in time average, uniformly distributed
bound molecules. This assertion is based on the experi-
mental fact that there is a well-defined average trans-bilayer
electron density profile whose thickness decreases with
NS=L, as will be further described in the next section.
Our hypothesis is that in the regime of high NS=L (above
~1/200) the interaction energy between the interfacial
bound molecules is dominated by the elastic energy of
the membrane thinning.
Concentration dependent measurements, including that of
the peptide orientation by oriented circular dichroism (8,44)
and by solid state NMR (17) as well as that of the membrane
thickness by x-ray (25,28), made it apparent that all
membrane-active molecules had at least two different phases
of binding at high values of NB=L. In each of such measure-
ments, there was an abrupt change in both the peptide
orientation and membrane thinning as a function of NB=L.
The second phase will be called the I-phase. For simplicity
we assume that the I-phase is composed of monodisperse
oligomeric states, each of n molecules. Note that in a solu-
tion, an oligomeric state implies a molecular aggregation,
but in a lipid bilayer this is not necessarily so. For example,
a toroidal pore may contain a number of peptides bound to
the edge of the pore, but the individual peptides maybe
separated by lipid molecules (4,5,15). This is important
because most antimicrobial peptides are highly cationic
(~25% of their amino acids). Oligomeric states are very
unlikely for these peptides if there is direct peptide-peptide
contact.
We now consider the two-phase model at high values of
NB=L where the S- and I-phases coexist. We extend the ther-
modynamic theory of micellar solutions (45) to molecules
bound to lipid bilayers. In equilibrium NS molecules are
distributed in the S-phase and Nn oligomeric states in the
I-phase, so that NB ¼ NS þ nNn. Define XS ¼ NS=ðLþ NBÞ
and Xn ¼ Nn=ðLþ NBÞ. The chemical potentials of the inter-facial bound states in the S-phase and the oligomeric states in
the I-phase are, respectively, given as
mS ¼ ˛oS þ
Ka
2
A2S
AL

NS
L
þ kBTlnXS (1)
mn ¼ n˛oI þ kBTlnXn: (2)
These expressions are the sameas formicelles in solutions (45),
except for the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 1. The
last term of each chemical potential comes from the entropy of
mixing (where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temper-
ature).˛oS is the intrinsic binding energy per molecule for the
bound states in the S-phase.˛oI is the energy permolecule for
the bound states in the I-phase. What is unique for binding to
a lipid bilayer is the second term on the right hand side of
Eq. 1 that is derived as follows (29).
As mentioned above, the interfacial binding in the S-phase
increases the interfacial area of the monolayer: let AS be
the area increase (of the monolayer) by one molecule.
With NS molecules bound in the S-phase, the total monolayer
area increase is DA ¼ NSAS. The total monolayer area of the
pure lipid bilayer is A ¼ ALL, where AL is the cross section
area per lipid molecule. A fractional area expansion DAA is
a strain whose corresponding stress is the monolayer tension
s ¼ ðKa2 ÞDAA , where Ka is the bilayer stretch coefficient and
Ka=2 is the monolayer stretch coefficient (46). Thus an
increase of dNS molecules in the S-phase causes a change
in the energy of the system dE ¼ ˛oSdNS þ sASdNS where
the second term is the elastic energy of area stretching. Thus
the energy change per molecule in the S-phase is
˛oS þ
ðKa
2
ÞðA2SALÞNS
L
—the first two terms for Eq. 1. We
assume that the bound states in the I-phase are inserted in
the hydrocarbon region, where the energy of the state is inde-
pendent of the presence of other bound molecules. We note
that we have treated the two monolayers of the bilayer
equally, i.e., as a symmetric bilayer. We have evidence
that even when peptides or curcumin bound to a GUV
from the external solution, the bound molecules were distrib-
uted equally in both monolayers (2,24).
Thermodynamic equilibrium requires that the chemical
potential per molecule must be equal between the two
phases, namely
mn
n ¼ mS or n˛oI þ kBTlnXn ¼ n½˛oSþ
KAð A
2
S
2AL
ÞðNSL Þ þ kBTlnXS. This equation gives
Xn ¼ ðXSÞnexp

 n

a b

NS
L
	
(3)
with a ¼ ˛
o
S  ˛oI
kBT
, and b ¼ Kað
A2
S
2AL
Þ
kBT
. Because for the
majority of available data, the number of bound molecules
is much less than the number of lipid molecules, we willBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272
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NS
L and Xny
Nn
L . Then we obtain
a relation between Xn and XS:
Xn ¼ ðXSÞnexp½  nða bXSÞ: (4)
From NB ¼ NS þ nNn or NB
L
¼ XS þ nXn, we obtain
NB
L
¼ XS þ nðXSÞnexp½  nða bXSÞ: (5)
The bound molecule-to-lipid ratio NB=L is an experimental
variable. If the constants a andb are determined, Eq. 5 predicts
the value of XS for a given NB=L, for every value of n.
The membrane thickness measurement gives the fractional
thickness change Dh=h as a function of NB=L, where h is the
thickness of the hydrocarbon region of the bilayer. To
compare with the theory, we use the consequence of volume
conservation for the hydrocarbon region (23), i.e.,
Dh
h
¼ DA
A
¼ 

AS
AL

XS: (6)
that connects the experimental value Dh=h to the solution of
Eq. 5, XS.
Comparison with experiment
It is important to make clear how the theory is going to be
compared with the membrane thickness measurement. For
phospholipids, their bilayer thickness is most conveniently
measured by x-ray diffraction. The measured electron
density profile across the bilayer peaks at the position of
the phosphate group on each side of the bilayer. The peak-
to-peak distance across the bilayer, denoted as PtP, can be
measured precisely. The thickness of the hydrocarbon region
is hzPtP 10 A˚, or PtP minus twice the length of the
glycerol region (from the phosphate to the first methylene
of the hydrocarbon chains). This relation was found in
pure lipid bilayers (47–49). Is this relation valid for the lipid
bilayers containing bound molecules?
In addition to providing a precise measurement for PtP,
x-ray diffraction also shows qualitative structural informa-
tion about the bilayers (50). For example, if the quality of
lipid bilayers deteriorates with increasing peptide concentra-
tion, the number of diffraction peaks would decrease. This
was not the case for the experimental data used below (see
Fig. 4 of Hung et al. (25) and Fig. 3 of Chen et al. (28)).
This implied that the bound molecules were in average
uniformly distributed in the plane of the bilayers, otherwise
there would be nonequivalent domains or deteriorating
diffraction patterns. When we examined the electron density
profiles of lipid bilayers containing bound molecules (25,28–
30), we found that that there was no significant change in the
headgroup-glycerol region as the concentration of bound
molecules increased from NB=L ¼ 0 to NB=L ~1=10 —the
main changes occurred in the central chain region and the
peak-to-peak distance. Because the profile was averaged overBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272the plane of the bilayer, the headgroup-glycerol region
would have broadened if the bilayer thickness were signifi-
cantly nonuniform or if the headgroups changed their config-
urations due to the bound peptides (see examples in Li and
Salditt (34)). Instead, the experimental results indicated
that the time-averaged structure of the bilayers was uniform
with a well-defined bilayer thickness (despite the fact that the
structure of the bilayer contained local deformations due to
the bound peptides and pores) and there were no significant
changes in the headgroup-glycerol configuration despite the
inclusion of high peptide concentrations. The changes in the
profile of the central chain region were the results of
increasing chain disorder consistent with the compression
(decrease) of the bilayer thickness (50). The vertical distance
(i.e., normal to the plane of the bilayer) from the phosphate to
the first methylene is ~5 A˚ (47–49) as long as the majority of
the glycerol backbones are more or less vertical, which
should be the case for NB=L < 1=10. Also in numerous
measurements on lipid bilayers containing antimicrobial
peptides (28–30), the PtP initially thinned by an amount
ranging from 0.5 to 2 A˚ and then became almost constant
with increasing concentrations of peptides, indicating no
significant effect on the glycerol configuration by high
concentrations of peptide binding. Thus there is no experi-
mental evidence against the use of the relation
hzPtP 10 A˚ for lipid bilayers containing molecules at
NB=L~<1=10. Recently we have shown that the values of
Dh=h measured by x-ray diffraction and using the relation
hzPtP 10 A˚ agreed with the corresponding fractional
area changes DA=A measured by GUV experiments, i.e.,
DA=Az Dh=h (2,35).
Besides the oligomeric factor n, the combination of Eqs. 5
and 6 contains only two unknown parameters, a and b, or
equivalently (˛oS  ˛oI ) and AS. The value of Ka has been
measured independently by the GUV aspiration method;
for most common phosphatidylcholines their values are all
~240 mN/m (46). The value of AL is calculated from the
chain volume (51) divided by the hydrocarbon thickness h
of pure lipid bilayers. The theory will be compared with
the data on the thinning of bilayers as a function of the bound
molecular concentration, i.e., Dh=h versus NB=L. The three
parameters (a, b, and n) are determined as follows. Because
the molecules initially bind to the S-phase, we have
NB=L  XS for small values of NB=L. From the initial slope
of Dh=h versus NB=L at small values of NB=L one obtains the
value of AS (see Eq. 6), and from which the value of b. We
then adjust the parameter a and the integral value n to fit
the solution of Eq. 5 to the data Dh=h versus NB=L.
To see the effect of the multiplicity n, we show in Fig. 1
Dh=h versus NB=L by solving Eq. 5 for values n ¼
1,2,3,.,8 with the values a and b taken from the melittin
example. (The details of melittin binding will be described
in further detail below.) The point is to simply note that
increasing n from 1 to ~5 drastically changes the shape of
the curve for Dh=h versus NB=L. The changes of the shape
Lethal Concentrations of AMPs 3267become insignificant for n > 5. The differences are most
likely indistinguishable by experimental data.
We now compare the theory with three membrane-binding
molecules: curcumin, alamethicin and melittin. These three
molecules have the best membrane-thinning data in terms
of quality and the range of NB=L. In the case of alamethicin
and melittin, the data are available in many lipid composi-
tions, including lipid mixtures (19,28–30). The general
features of these peptide data are similar, so one example
for each peptide is sufficient for our purpose.
Curcumin
Curcumin (MW 368 g/mol) is a natural compound extracted
from rhizomes of turmeric, used commonly for centuries as
a yellow spice (curry). It has long been reported to be biolog-
ically active (52), and has been found to accumulate in cell
membranes (53). In GUV experiments, curcumin was found
to spontaneously bind to lipid bilayers but did not affect the
membrane permeability even at high concentrations. No
leakage was detected in GUVs with curcumin concentrations
up to an equivalence of curcumin/lipid molar ratio NB=L ¼
0.324 (35).We compare our model theorywith themembrane
thickness measurement for dioleoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DOPC) bilayers containing curcumin up to NB=L ~0.1
(25), the valid range of the theory. We found that the model
(Eqs. 5 and 6) fits the data quite well with n ¼ 1, a ¼ 1.9,
and b ¼ 293 as shown in Fig. 2. (The value of b corresponds
to AS¼ 270 A˚2. Independently the pure DOPC bilayer thick-
ness gaveAL¼ 74 A˚2.) Themodel with n> 1would not fit the
data at all. Although curcumin is not related to pore-forming
peptides, its simple binding states serve as a reference for the
more complex molecular bindings by peptides.
The molecular conformation of curcumin is unknown in
its bound states. But the agreement between its thinning
data with the simple theoretical model above sheds some
light on the nature of binding. Curcumin binds to lipid
FIGURE 1 Illustration of the effect of n on the membrane thinning curve.
The solution of Eq. 5, XS as a function of NB=L, for n ¼ 1,2,3,.,8 is
substituted into Eq. 6 and plotted sequentially from top to bottom. The
parameters a and b in Eqs. 5 and 6 were taken from the melittin example
described in Fig. 4 legend.bilayers as monomers both in the S and I-phases (n¼ 1).
The assumptions that the initial bindings are on the interface
(hence thinning the membrane) and that the I-phase is in the
hydrocarbon region (no thinning effect) are consistent with
the data. The mole fractions of curcumin molecules in the
S-phase and the I-phase, expressed as XS and X1, respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 2. Although the S-phase occupancy
initially dominates, the I-phase occupancy steadily increases
with NB=L and becomes dominant above NB=L ~0.015.
There is no concentration threshold for entering the I-phase.
Alamethicin
Alamethicin is a 20-residue long, bent helix (including
a Pro14) (54,55). This peptide is distinct from almost all other
pore-forming peptides (1): eight out of its 20 amino acids are
the unusual residues a-aminoisobutyric acids; it is weakly
charged and has low water solubility; and it produces well-
defined, discrete single channel conductance (56,57).
However, its binding behavior in lipid bilayers is very
similar to other helical antimicrobial peptides such as melit-
tin that will be discussed below. Measurements by oriented
FIGURE 2 (Top) Fractional thickness changes of DOPC bilayers contain-
ing curcumin as a function of curcumin/DOPC molar ratio. The data points
were from Hung et al. (25). The solid curve was the solution of Eqs. 5 and 6,
with n¼ 1, a¼ 1.9, and b¼ 293. (The b value is equivalent to AS¼ 270 A˚2;
the value AL ¼ 74 A˚2 was calculated by the volume of lipid chains divided
by the h of free bilayer (25)). (Bottom) The values of XS (the mole fraction of
curcumin in the S-phase per lipid) and X1 (the mole fraction of curcumin in
the I-phase per lipid) from the solution of Eq. 5.Biophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272
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bilayers in the S-phase and perpendicular to the bilayers in
the I-phase (8,58). Neutron in-plane scattering showed that
alamethicin formed transmembrane pores in the I-phase
(59,60). The major behavioral difference between alamethi-
cin and the other well-studied antimicrobial peptides is that
alamethicin forms barrel-stave pores instead of toroidal pores
(6,59,60). At extremely low peptide concentrations, alamethi-
cin forms transient single channelsmeasurable by ion conduc-
tion, which fluctuate among well defined conduction levels
interpreted as consisting of n ¼ 5,6,7,., monomers
(56,57). At peptide concentrations effective for antimicrobial
activity (i.e., when the I-phase appeared), pores were always
formed in massive numbers and they appeared to have a well-
defined size as detected by neutron in-plane scattering (6,60).
The pore size depends somewhat on the lipid compositions
(60), but typically consisting of n ¼ 8, with a water channel
of 1.8 nm in diameter and an outer diameter of 4.0 nm (6,60).
The thinning data on diphytanoyl phosphatidylcholine
(DPhPC) bilayers by alamethicin (28) fit very well with
FIGURE 3 (Top) Fractional thickness changes of diphytanoyl phosphati-
dylcholine (DPhPC) bilayers containing alamethicin as a function of
alamethicin/DPhPC molar ratio. The data points are from Chen et al. (28).
The solid curve is the solution of Eqs. 5 and 6 with n ¼ 8, a ¼ 0.3, and
b ¼ 123. (The b value is equivalent to AS ¼ 195 A˚2; the value AL ¼ 91 A˚2
was calculated by the volume of lipid chains divided by the h of free bilayer
(28)). (Bottom) The values of XS (the number of alamethicin in the S-phase
per lipid) and 8X8 (the number of alamethicin in the I-phase per lipid) from
the solution of Eq. 5. The arrow indicates the threshold concentration for the
I-phase.Biophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272the model at n ¼ 8 (with a ¼ 0.3 and b ¼ 123; the b value
corresponds to AS ¼ 195 A˚2. Independently the pure DPhPC
bilayer thickness gave AL ¼ 91 A˚2) (Fig. 3). The data also fit
the model well with n ¼ 7 and a ¼ 0.2, or with n ¼ 6 and
a ¼ 0.1.The value, b ¼ 123, is the same for all, because it
was determined via AS by the initial slope of Dh=h versus
NB=L at small values of NB=L. The quality of the data needs
to be much higher to distinguish n ¼ 6, 7, and 8. However,
the precise values of these parameters are not the issue in this
discussion; rather our purpose is to show a mechanism that
can explain the lethal concentrations of antimicrobial
peptides. The most important consequence of the n ¼ 6, 7,
or 8 fitting is the appearance of a concentration threshold
for the I-phase. Fig. 3 shows the mole fractions of alamethi-
cin in the S-phase, XS, and in the I-phase, 8X8. There is no
alamethicin in the I-phase for concentrations NB=L below
~0.02, a clear threshold for pore formation.
The threshold concentration for the I-phase varies widely
with lipid compositions. The example DPhPC (Fig. 3) and
other lipid compositions (29,30) were chosen for having the
threshold concentrations in a range (~1/100 < NB=L <1/10)
convenient for experiment. On the other hand, alamethicin
showed no thinning effect inDLPC andDMPC (34). As noted
by Li and Salditt (34), this was not a contradiction to the
membrane thinning effect discussed above. It has been known
that alamethicin has an extremely low threshold concentration
for the I-phase in DLPC and DMPC—alamethicin was found
inserted perpendicularly in the bilayers at all measurable
concentrations (as long as the lipids were in the fluid phase)
(8). In our theory, we have assumed that, to the first order
approximation, there is no thinning effect from the molecular
binding in the I-phase. In contrast the threshold concentra-
tions in bilayers of unsaturated chains are usually high
(at NB=L > 1/1000), so that the thinning effect was often
observed in unsaturated lipids.
Melittin
Melittin, a 26-residue linear peptide extracted from bee
venom (61), is one of the most studied membrane-active
peptides (5,27,62,63). When bound to a lipid bilayer the
peptide is helical according to circular dichroism (5), prob-
ably a bent a-helical rod (the bend is due to a Pro14) as in
its crystal structure (64,65). Oriented circular dichroism
showed that the helical axis is parallel to the plane of bilayer
in the S-phase, but turns to the perpendicular orientation in
the I-phase (28). In the I-phase, melittin forms well-defined
stable pores in GUVs (2). The pore has a water channel of
4.4 nm in diameter as determined by neutron in-plane scat-
tering (5), and its property is consistent with the toroidal
model (4,5). The membrane thinning on DOPC bilayers by
melittin (28) fit Eqs. 5 and 6 with n¼ 7 (and a¼ 2.0, b¼ 313;
the b value corresponds to AS ¼ 280 A˚2. AL ¼ 74 A˚2 was ob-
tained independently from the pure DOPC bilayer thickness)
as shown in Fig. 4. The data also fit the model with n ¼ 8,
Lethal Concentrations of AMPs 3269a ¼ 1.9; n ¼ 6, a ¼ 2.1; or n ¼ 5, a ¼ 2.3. Note that b¼ 313
is the same for all, because it was determined via AS by the
initial slope of Dh=h versus NB=L at small values of NB=L.
In analogous to alamethicin, the most important
consequence of the fits from n¼ 5 to n¼ 8 is the appearance
of a concentration threshold for the I-phase. Fig. 4 shows the
mole fractions of melittin in the S-phase, XS, and in
the I-phase, 7X7. There are no melittin in the I-phase for
concentrations NB=L below 0.015, a clear threshold for
pore formation.
DISCUSSION
Driving force for pore formation and threshold
concentrations
In Figs. 3 and 4, each peptide shows a threshold concentra-
tion for the onset of the I (pore) phase. Below this threshold,
there are practically no peptides in the I-phase. But once the
peptide concentration exceeds the threshold, multiple pores
are formed in the membrane. Although these threshold
FIGURE 4 (Top) Fractional thickness changes of DOPC bilayers contain-
ing melittin as a function of melittin/DOPCmolar ratio. The data points were
from Chen et al. (28). The solid curve was the solution of Eqs. 5 and 6 with
n ¼ 7, a ¼ 2.0, and b ¼ 313. (The b value is equivalent to AS ¼ 280 A˚2;
the value AL ¼ 74 A˚2 was calculated by the volume of lipid chains divided
by the h of free bilayer (28)). (Bottom) The values of XS (the number of
melittin in the S-phase per lipid) and 7X7 (the number of melittin in the
I-phase per lipid) from the solution of Eq. 5 above. The arrow indicates
the threshold concentration for the I-phase.concentrations deduced from the membrane thinning data
correlated with a corresponding peptide orientation change
observed by oriented circular dichroism (28,29) and also
with the detection of pores by neutron in-plane scattering
(5,15,60), they were all measured in stacks of parallel bila-
yers at a humidity level close to full hydration. One might
wonder if these threshold values are the same as one would
obtain from single membranes in solution. For this reason,
a GUV experiment was carried out recently to measure the
value of DA=A when the pore formation occurred. The
experiment was setup so that the DA=A of a GUV initially
increased as melittin bound to the membrane from solution,
but decreased as the pores began to form (2). In two different
lipids, we found the values of pore-forming DA=A agreed
with the corresponding threshold values Dh=h measured
by x-ray diffraction from a stack of multiple bilayers (2).
The bound peptide concentration in lipid bilayers NB=L is
related to the peptide concentration in solution by the
partition coefficient (26,66). The lethal concentration in the
solution is the threshold concentration NB=L in the
membrane divided by the partition coefficient of the antimi-
crobial peptide with respect to the membrane.
In the literature, the toroidal model and the barrel-stave
model were often portrayed as two different mechanisms
for pore formation. This study shows that the mechanisms
for the two types of pores are the same. The thermodynamics
for two types of pores only differ in the energy of pore
formation n˛oI . It is obvious that the reason the peptides
form pores is that the pore is the lowest-energy configuration
for the peptides to bind in the bilayer other than the interfa-
cial binding. For alamethicin the lowest-energy configura-
tion is a barrel-stave pore, whereas for melittin and other
cationic antimicrobial peptides it is a toroidal pore. Appar-
ently the peptide orientation could vary in a toroidal pore,
from parallel to tilted relative to the bilayer normal, to adopt
the lowest energy state according to the physical condition of
the lipid bilayer (67,68).
In biochemistry, when a dose-response curve rises from
zero to a maximum in a sigmoidal fashion over a short range
of the dose concentration, it is called a cooperative response
(69). Bactericidal assays (1) and vesicle leakage (70) induced
by antimicrobial peptides have been described as cooperative
with a threshold peptide concentration in the micromolar
range. The simplest way to give rise to a cooperativity is
a reaction from monomers to oligomeric aggregates, like
micellar phenomena (45). Indeed the cooperativity of the
antimicrobial peptides’ activities has been attributed to the
formation of pores consisting of n monomers (10,71).
A two-level micellar solution (45,72) is described by
Eqs. 1 and 2, without the second term on the right hand
side of Eq. 1—equivalent to Ka ¼ 0 (i.e., b ¼ 0). In Fig. 5
we compare our model with a two-level micellar reaction.
Indeed a two-level micellar model can produce a concentra-
tion threshold for the formation of micelles, but there are
important differences between the two models. In our modelBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272
3270 HuangFIGURE 5 (Top row) The number of bound molecules
per lipid in the S-phase, XS, and in the I-phase, nXn,
from our model (Eq. 5) for n ¼ 1 and 4. The parameters
a ¼ 2.0 and b ¼ 313 are the same as in Fig. 4. A concen-
tration threshold (arrow) is evident for n¼ 4. (Bottom row)
The solution of Eq. 5 if b ¼ 0 (equivalent to Ka ¼ 0),
a ¼ 3.9 for n ¼ 4 and 15. There is no clear threshold
for nXn if n ¼ <15, irrespective of the value of a.
A threshold concentration (arrow) begins to appear for
n ¼R15.if the pore consists of four or more peptides (n R 4) the
concentration dependence would show a clear threshold. In
contrast a two-level micellar model requires n ¼ 15 or
greater to have a similar threshold, irrespective of the value
of a (72) (Fig. 5). By experiments, the alamethicin pore
has been determined to consist of eight alamethicin mono-
mers (6,60); the toroidal pores were determined to contain
four to seven peptide monomers (5,15). There is no evidence
for pores consisting of 15 or more peptides.
Note that in a two-level micellar model, the cooperativity
(or the driving force for forming the micelles) comes from
˛o1 > ˛oS (in the example the micellar model, shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 5, has a ¼ 3.9), i.e., energetically
peptides prefer micelles to monomers. It is the entropic effect
that keeps the peptides in the S-phase at low NB=L. The ther-
modynamics of our model is very different: here the binding
energy˛oS is lower than˛o1 or, in the case of alamethicin,
comparable, so the interfacial binding (the S-phase) is ener-
getically preferred by the peptides. The driving force toward
the pore formation (the I-phase) is the membrane thinning
effect (the second term on the right hand side of Eq. 1)
that raises the energy level (mS) of the S-phase with concen-
tration. This driving force produces a threshold concentra-
tion for forming pores containing as few as four peptides.
It would be interesting to measure the constants a and
b independently, for instance by molecular dynamics. The
constant b is essentially determined by the interfacial area
expansion AS per peptide. We have noted that AS is in general
not the physical cross section of the peptide (29). This is
because the headgroup region of a lipid bilayer includes asso-
ciated water molecules. Binding of a peptide can increase or
decrease the number of associatedwatermolecules that would
directly affect the value of AS (29). The constant a measures
the difference of the two binding energies ˛oS  ˛o1. We
believe that a careful measurement by ITC (27) can provide
an estimate for this value. The difference of the a value
between melittin (˛oS  ˛o1  2kBT) and alamethicinBiophysical Journal 96(8) 3263–3272(˛oS  ˛o1  0) reflects the difference between the two types
of peptides. Melittin that represents cationic, water-soluble
antimicrobial peptides forms toroidal pores, whereas alame-
thicin, a more hydrophobic peptide, forms barrel-stave pores.
However, the value of a does not reflect the pore-forming
capability of a molecule. Curcumin and melittin both have
a second phase of binding (the I-phase) besides the interfacial
binding phase (the S-phase) and have comparable a values,
but curcumin does not form pores. What properties enable
a molecule to form transmembrane pores have not been
clearly identified despite the availability of so many different
pore-forming peptides (1). A clear understanding of how
amphipathic molecules interact with lipid bilayers, including
the pore-forming capability, might inspire molecular designs
for synthetic antimicrobial therapeutics as well as agents for
gene delivery and drug delivery.
a-Pore-forming proteins
In recent years an increasing number of water-soluble pore-
forming proteins have been discovered (73,74). These
proteins are of interest for their ability of regulating translo-
cation of molecules across membranes, for their unusual
sequence-structure relationships, and also for their potential
applications in biotechnology and nanotechnology (75).
The pore-forming proteins that have been investigated
roughly fall into two distinct classes. One class of which,
whose secondary structures are predominantly b-sheets,
form crystallizable porin-like transmembrane b-barrel pores,
e.g., Staphylococcal a-hemolysin (76). Another class whose
secondary structures are predominantly a-helical segments
form pores without a crystallizable protein assembly, e.g.,
colicins (20) and diphtheria toxin (77). The pore structures
for this latter class a-pore-forming proteins (a-PFPs) have
long been a puzzle, for unlike b-strands, a-helices can not
hydrogen-bond side-by-side to form a bonded barrel struc-
ture. The class of a-PFPs now includes the Bcl-2 family of
Lethal Concentrations of AMPs 3271apoptosis-regulating proteins, notably Bax (78) that activates
pore formation in the outer mitochondria membrane to
release the apoptotic factor cytochrome c. Recent studies
have shown that the pore forming properties of a-toxins
(73) and Bax (21,22) are similar to that of antimicrobial
peptides.
The structure of Bax (79) is closely similar to the pore-
forming domain of colicins (20) or diphtheria toxin (77).
Each consists of seven or more amphipathic a-helical
segments. It is speculated that when an a-PFP binds to the
membrane, most of these peptide segments are bound to the
interface (20,78,80). These bound peptide segments are
confined to a small area of membrane because they are linked.
Thus in a local region of membrane even a small number of
a-PFPs can create the effect of a high NB=L concentration
of amphipathic peptides, which is the condition for pore
formation as explained by the free energy of peptide-
membrane interactions. This could explain the similarity of
pore-forming activity between peptides and a-PFPs.
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